U-Multirank top 25 performers in interdisciplinary publications
In this list we present the U-Multirank 2016 top performers on the indicator ‘interdisciplinary
publications’.
The more a publication refers to publications belonging to different fields of science and the larger the
distance between these fields, the higher is the degree of interdisciplinary research at a university. Given
that the frontiers of research are often the edge of disciplines, the interdisciplinarity of research also
reflects its innovative character.
The top performers on this indicator are spread across Europe (14) and Asia (7), plus two from the US
and one from Egypt and Lebanon. The institutional profile of the top performers is diverse: the list
includes universities with a focus on medicine and pharmacology as well as technical universities and
more comprehensive universities.
The 25 top performers in interdisciplinary publications are:
Tallaght Inst. Tech (Ireland)
China Medical U Taiwan (Taiwan)
Taipei Medical U (Taiwan)
China Pharm. U (China)
U Sadat City (Egypt)
U Guglielmo Marconi (Italy)
Beirut Arab U (Lebanon)
U Fernando Pessoa (Portugal)
U Agric. Sci & VetMed Iasi (Romania)
Kaohsiung Medical U (Taiwan)
UAS & Arts Western (Switzerland)
U Inf. Tech. & Management (Poland)
Jinan U (China)
U Nova Gorica (Slovenia)
Panjab U (India)
UAS Wiener Neustadt (Austria)
U Greifswald (Germany)
Pavol Jozef Safarik U Kosice (Slovakia)
Mendel U Brno (Czech Republic)
Agro ParisTech (France)
U Defence Brno (Czech Republic)
Harbin Medical U (China)
Olin College of Engineering (United States)
U Camerino (Italy)
Montana State U (United States)
The list is sorted by indicator scores in descending order; possible ties are not marked.
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Interdisciplinary publications
Research
The extent to which reference lists of university's publications
reflect cited publications in journals from different scientific
disciplines.
CWTS/Thomson Reuters - Web of Science Core Collection
period 2011-2014

